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Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.How did Adolf Hitler and his
ideological ilk launch our world s modern police state?
Discover how the military salute was the origin of the Nazi
salute. Learn how the USA s Pledge of Allegiance made it
happen. See photos of swastikas worn by American soldiers
and the military before Hitler. The old media recycle
stereotypes about Hitler. Why do people who hate Hitler glorify
his dogma globally? The new media perpetuate the same
stereotypes. Adolf Hitler is the scapegoat for today s
authoritarianism. They do it to cover-up amazing truths
exposed in this book: (1) the USA s Pledge of Allegiance to the
flag was the origin of the Nazi salute and Nazi behavior; (2) the
swastika was used by Nazis to represent crossed S letter
symbols for socialism. After WWI, when Lenin was seizing
power in Russia, was Hitler watching Lenin, and emulating in
Germany Lenin s power grab in Russia? The Furher did the
same regarding Stalin. Hitler patterned himself after Lenin and
Stalin. They were parallel lives. Discover the parallel lives of
Lenin, Stalin, Mao, and Hitler (born...
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Reviews
A fresh e book with an all new viewpoint. It can be rally exciting throgh studying period of time. You will like the way
the writer write this publication.
-- Ta nia Cor mier
An extremely wonderful pdf with perfect and lucid information. Better then never, though i am quite late in start
reading this one. I realized this publication from my dad and i recommended this publication to understand.
-- Clinton Johns DDS
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